
The Ring Music Group is Revitalizing the
Culture of Music with the Rebirth of
Philadelphia Soul

By fostering a creative community that

celebrates diversity and upholds artistic

integrity, The Ring Music Group is reshaping the music landscape.

PHILADELPHIA, PA, UNITED STATES, August 29, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The Ring Music Group

Our ultimate success is

predicated on constructing

an environment where

artists can thrive creatively

while providing them with

the tools and support

needed to achieve global

success.”

Carvin Haggins

is a pioneering record label based in Philadelphia, PA. It is

driven by a mission to discover and develop the next

generation of music superstars. Led by Carvin Haggins, a

multi-platinum and multi-Grammy award-winning

producer, this collective of experienced creative

professionals is revolutionizing the music industry. Their

passion, talent, and commitment to nurturing raw talent

sets them apart.

Founded on the belief that great music has the power to

transcend boundaries, The Ring Music Group is dedicated

to creating an environment where artists can

thrive—backed by a team of visionary leaders who bring a wealth of experience and diverse

perspectives. Their collective expertise and unwavering commitment to musical excellence have

played a significant role in shaping the success of artists like Prince, Jay-Z, Justin Timberlake, Jill

Scott, and Rihanna.

By fostering a creative community that celebrates diversity and upholds artistic integrity, The

Ring Music Group is reshaping the music landscape. With artists like J. Brown making waves in

the R&B scene and Michael David becoming a country sensation, their commitment to pushing

boundaries and uncovering new talent is evident. Their offerings include songwriting,

production, artist development, and licensing.

“Our ultimate success is predicated on constructing an environment where artists can thrive

creatively while providing them with the tools and support needed to achieve global success.” -

Carvin Haggins

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://theringmusicgroup.com


The Ring Music Group is Revitalizing the Culture of

Music with the Rebirth of Philadelphia Soul

Their forward-thinking approach and

diverse perspectives fuel innovation

and ensure that their artists are at the

forefront of the industry.

The Ring Music Group is Carvin

Haggins, Dyshon Penn, Ab Liva, Wiz

Gamb, Yountie Strickland, Dan

"Dilemma" Thomas, Carmen LaRen,

Wayne "Range" Hancock II, Lenny

Mobley, Calvin "Hustle Emcee" Murrell,

Lamar Andrews, Lameer Jhon, and

Stephanie Chambers form the core of

this exceptional leadership team. Each

member has carved their own path in

the music industry, working closely

with industry icons and leaving their

mark on the landscape of music. With

this powerhouse leadership team at

the helm, The Ring Music Group is

poised to not only revive the culture of

music but also take it to new heights.

Diversity is a core value at The Ring Music Group. They believe that a variety of perspectives

leads to richer and more impactful music. Their team is made up of individuals from different

backgrounds, cultures, and experiences, all coming together to create something truly unique.

By embracing diversity, they are able to connect with a wide range of audiences and create

music that resonates with people from all walks of life. By constantly challenging the status quo

and embracing the power of diversity, they are revitalizing the culture of music and shaping the

future of the industry.

The Ring Music Group has made a significant impact on the music industry with their debut

releases. Songs like "Summer" by Kenya Vaun, "My Whole Heart" by J. Brown, and "Smoke On My

Mind" by Michael David quickly caught the attention of music lovers and climbed the national

charts. These achievements are a testament to the group's dedication to producing high-quality

music that resonates with audiences.

"Summer" by Kenya Vaun, with its infectious beats and catchy lyrics, became an instant hit,

earning a spot on the top 10 of the Billboard Hot 100. J. Brown's soulful ballad, "My Whole

Heart," captivated listeners and reached the top of the R&B charts. Meanwhile, Michael David's

heartfelt country song, "Smoke On My Mind," gained widespread popularity and secured a place

on the country music charts.



The success of these debut releases showcases The Ring Music Group's ability to identify and

nurture talent that connects with listeners on a deep level. By combining their expertise in music

production with a keen understanding of audience preferences, they have revitalized the culture

of music and set a new standard for excellence in the industry.

Whether it's J. Brown making waves in R&B or Michael David captivating country music fans, The

Ring Music Group consistently delivers top-notch talent that pushes the boundaries of their

respective genres. Their commitment to discovering and developing artists who bring something

fresh and unique to the table sets them apart from other record labels.

By providing a creative community that celebrates diversity, The Ring Music Group fosters an

environment where artists can thrive and push boundaries. Their success on the charts is a

testament to their ability to connect with audiences and deliver exceptional music that resonates

with listeners across genres.
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